Fig.1.Thin-slice
CT images show a primary tumor nodule and semicircular high-attenuation lines with a small nodular lesion(arrow)along the right major fissure.The pathologic diagnosis of this small lesion following surgical resection was a hamartoma in the interlobar fissure. To facilitate the accurate diagnosis of pleural dissemination of lung cancer,we evaluated the use of thin-slice computed tomography(CT).Conventional CT and thinslice CT images of 100 patients with lung cancer who underwent thoracotomy were retrospectively reviewed.The conventional CT and thin-slice CT images were examined by an extended scale(window level:-600,window width:1900)using highresolution images. Ninety-one of these patients were recognized postoperatively as having no tumor dissemination on the pleural surface.Of the remainder,nine patients had tumor dissemination on the pleural surface of the chest wall or in the interlobar fissures.For the 91 patients without pleural dissemination,preoperative thin-slice CT images clearly showed a semicircular high-attenuation line in the interlobar fissures.As for the nine patients with pleural dissemination,preoperative thin-slice CT images of five patients(56%) clearly showed the presence of multiple small nodular lesions,while no surface irregularity in the interlobar fissures was visible on the conventional CT images.
Our results may suggest that thin-slice CT images could play a significant clinical role in the early detection of pleural dissemination by demonstrating multiple small nodular lesions of the interlobar fissures.
